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ANNEX 1

Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Friends

Let me greet on behalf of the IBSSA CZ and its President Dr. Alexandr CACH the 2nd World Martial Arts Festival organised in
honour of the Independence Day of the Latvian Republic. We would like to thank our Latvian friends, Dr. Eriks GRINBERGS
and his organisation team that based on co-operation with the top executive of the IBSSA association Prof. George POPPER,
Prof. Spartaco BERTOLETTI, Dr. Rony KLUGER and Dr. Marko NICOVIC as they organise this Festival on an above-standard
level and so they meet the needs of experts and agencies operating in the sphere of private security. The course of the Festival
shows that you succeeded to create an excellent atmosphere of friendship and healthy competitiveness where the numerous
bases of private security forces have a chance to compete in a dignity way and with officially confirmed results.

We in IBSSA CZ can appreciate the meaning of such festivals and championships as in relation to the current international
security situation we were – in April 2002 – co-organisers of the international championships of snipers together with the Police
of the Czech Republic. The reasons are as follows:
In relation to the frequent occurrence of terrorist acts in the world and the general increase of security risks and also in
consideration of the high demand of clients for high-quality and professional security services, the IBSSA CZ develops as a
complex security system connecting the rules of bodyguards, security experts, humanitarian programs, security informatics,
prevention, warding with use of the most up-to-date technical means and mainly the highly demanding and really complex
training, background and technical equipment developed for the IBSSA CZ by its parent company Graddo a.s.
The professionalism of IBSSA CZ and the quality of its co-operation with the Board of IBSSA, the Austrian and Hungarian
rescue workers were verified by the hundred-year floods that hit the Czech Republic and also Austria and Hungary this year in
August. Thanks to stable training and based on co-operation with the Hungarian and the Austrian team, the rescuers of the
IBSSA CZ proved – similarly as in time of the floods in Moravia in 1997 – that in case of such disasters they are able to provide
a highly professional intervention in favour of other citizens. The team of the IBSSA CZ rescuers proved that they have highquality training for rescue of lives, evacuation, warding of objects, zone warding and also in the sphere of informatics,
communication and management of such interventions. In favour of those affected by the floods, the IBSSA CZ organised
some gatherings and a series of great beneficial concerts was held under the protection of Václav HAVEL, President of the
Czech Republic and Mr. DOSTÁL, Minister of Culture of the CR. As these concerts were broadcast by the main channel of the
public TV CT1, the IBSSA brand obtained significant admiration of the public, great acknowledgements and hearts of the
citizens affected by floods. We would like to thank the executive of the IBSSA and mainly to Prof. Popper, Prof. Bertoletti and
Dr. Kluger for exceptional support in the moments of difficult interventions and well as for their appreciation for braveness and
professionalism of our rescue teams being a great support for their future work.
I would like to show you the high level of innovation of complexity and professionalism characteristic for the newest programs
of the IBSSA CZ, using the following samples:

Sphere of co-operation by and between the IBSSA CZ and film stars
On the basis of co-operation of the IBSSA CZ with a leading Czech actor Jirí KRAMPOL, who intensively trains for his new
action film “Causa Lolita” under supervision of the President of the IBSSA CZ, Dr. Alexandr CACH, it proved that application of
training professionalism and consulting from the side of IBSSA CZ, will add convincingness to the film and to the role. Mr.
Krampol considers his convincing success in this role to be is very important. That is why he is undergoing a demanding
training in the natural training complex IBSSA CZ Graddoland under supervision of the President of the IBSSA CZ and other
experts. The hours of demanding training have brought good friendship. That is why we succeeded to convert the actor for the
ideas and the brand of the IBSSA. He promotes the brand in many different ways and in many countries – during camera
rehearsals in the exteriors in Graddoland up to shots recorded at the El Jar coliseum in Sahara, Tunisia. He also promotes the

brand in offer proceedings and in distribution of advertising shots for the new action film for the TV channels and video
network. He presents everywhere not only the brand but also aims and mission of the IBSSA. The actor proposed for Prof.
George POPPER to support the approximation of the fabulation used in the scenario and reality and to play the role of the
President of the IBSSA. The president of the IBSSA CZ, Dr. Alexander CACH has already been nominated by the film producer
for a star role of the training camp head. This gradually creates pre-assumptions for further visualisation of the IBSSA in the
world due to the fact that the film story and the film heroes support great masses of people regardless their nationality and in
consideration of the fact that the global distribution of the film has been arranged.
Due to these reasons the program of co-operation with Mr. Krampol is taken really seriously. An individual training plan has
been set for the actor so as to meet the needs of his role. Before the training, personal condition tests have been performed. The
training of action shooting has been held in the Graddoland training camp. That is why the simulated training camp has been
prepared there. It allows for a significant part of action scenes of the film to be shot directly in the complex. And that is why
many action scenes have been recorded directly in the training complex.
On the basis of a reaction from the side of Mr. Krampol, many other foreign stars have already shown their interest in similar
services of the IBSSA CZ. That is why the IBSSA CZ has already included such preparation and co-operation with film stars
into thee range of its official programs. The IBSSA CZ created a special group engaged in provision of such services and
corresponding background.

Training camps for VIPs
For entrepreneurs and VIP and other extremely exposed persons with necessity to relax in a modern adrenaline form while
increasing and improving their security potential, the IBSSA CZ organises 10-day training camps for groups of 20-30
entrepreneurs and VIPs. The camps specialise in training of survival in combat conditions, physical preparation, resistance,
persistence with simulation of the most demanding load, fighting techniques, psychological preparation and resistance,
resistance towards stress, close combat, orientation in terrain, etc.
After successful testing of the service the IBSSA CZ will organise such camps in regular intervals as from March 2003.
The participants of training cams will verify their real limits, possibilities; they encounter the atmosphere of return to their
military young years, the atmosphere of some kind of exclusiveness and excellent relaxation from business worries. The camps
also support their physical and mental resistance. Within the scope of the 10-day cycles they get energy, determination and
self-consciousness. And so they are more prepared for fulfilment of their demanding business aims.
The courses are organised as private training camps with consulting activities and they are connected with health support
programmes, teaching of crisis situation solutions and a complex line of security techniques. In case of individual or group
interest there is a possibility to arrange other concrete special programs. These include for example training of risk sensing,
practical fulfilment of the conception of invulnerability, etc.
Within the scope of the camps, the IBSSA CZ provides the businessmen and VIP with extensive personal and security
consulting services providing responses to such questions as: how to invest in the b est possible way into one’s in the basis of
existing security risks, how to continue the development after the camp termination and how to become less vulnerable, how to
develop one’s mental and physical pre-assumptions for protection and security, how to secure one’s flat and property in the
best possible way, which security equipment to purchase, how to solve the selection of the personal gun and how to protect
oneself in case of superiority of the rival and his equipment, how to use individual security and protection techniques, how to
proceed in specific situations – in a car, in various positions, how to handle a gun in a safe way, how to manage the shooting
techniques, which security and technical systems to choose, how to install them in an ideal way and how to use knowledge in
favour of own security. This also includes evaluation of aggressor’s motivation and how to distinguish the individual levels of
exposure and how to include personal security interventions and security prevention.

Programs of protection for music groups and their tours
Services provided by the IBSSA CZ during organisation and security arrangement of concerts of the heavy metal legend
Manowar on 1.6. 2002 and 1.11. 2002 in Zlín, CR proved a high above-standard level. The front man of the group Joye de Mayo
confirmed in many interviews that it was a real success of IBSSA CZ and the IBSSA brand. According to his statement,
Manowar has not encountered such security and background in Europe yet. Together with business relations by and between
IBSSA CZ – the president of the IBSSA CZ and the Manowar group – there also developed personal friendship. During the
consequent tour of the group in central and east Europe, the IBSSA CZ will exclusively arrange all and any security services for
the group.

The background for provision of such above-standard services continues the fact that the IBSSA Cz provides – in co-operation
with its sister art agency Pragokoncert and together with its own security programs in the sphere of electronic warding of
objects, transport of valuable deliveries, personal protection of VIP and detective services - also provides a complex of above standard services in legal and psychological consulting services, medicine services for health improvement, etc. These complex
services also include arrangement of concerts, parties and escort services during tours of art bodies. Thanks to the complexity,
the IBSSA CZ reaches synergising effects now jointly used by the group Manowar within the scope of their tour. There also
applies the agreement on mutual promotion of the brands IBSSA and Manowar. On the basis of this agreement, the brand
appears in many elements of the group presentations and their clip on TV and video networks.
The response of the Manowar group to the services of IBSSA CZ showed further possibilities of co-operation in protection of
world show business stars, mainly their protection against paparazzi, sue of our bodyguards as security and personal
secretaries, protection of tours of other leading groups, etc. many of the groups showed their interest in participation in the 10day training camps of the IBSSA CZ. There they can see new life style, an opportunity for relaxation, personal improvement so
as they can better manager the risks and so as they can do more for their personal protection and security.
Ladies and gentlemen, let me assure you on behalf of Dr. Alexandr CACH that – as stated in my lecture – the IBSSA will
continue this highly professional, complex and innovative aims so as to become an important stand-by of the IBSSA
association and event of its individual national members.

Let me wish to our Latvian friends, the organisers of this festival of martial arts, as well as the executive of the IBSSA good luck
in our joint creditable work for better security of our world.

